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Abstract—Modern face recognition systems extract face rep-
resentations using deep neural networks (DNNs) and give ex-
cellent identification and verification results, when tested on
high resolution (HR) images. However, the performance of such
an algorithm degrades significantly for low resolution (LR)
images. A straight forward solution could be to train a DNN,
using simultaneously, high and low resolution face images. This
approach yields a definite improvement at lower resolutions but
suffers a performance degradation for high resolution images.
To overcome this shortcoming, we propose to train a network
using both HR and LR images under the guidance of a fixed
network, pretrained on HR face images. The guidance is provided
by minimising the KL-divergence between the output Softmax
probabilities of the pretrained (i.e., Teacher) and trainable (i.e.,
Student) network as well as by sharing the Softmax weights
between the two networks. The resulting solution is tested on
down-sampled images from FaceScrub and MegaFace datasets
and shows a consistent performance improvement across various
resolutions. We also tested our proposed solution on standard
LR benchmarks such as TinyFace and SCFace. Our algorithm
consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on these
datasets, confirming the effectiveness and merits of the proposed
method.
Index Terms—Face Recognition, Resolution Invariance, Low
Resolution, Convolutional Neural Networks, Distillation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face recognition (FR) involves identification/verification of
the subject’s identity given his/her query face image. It is a
task that is routinely applied in real-world applications such as
surveillance, passport control, forensic investigations, access
control, time-and-attendance systems and many others. Owing
to its significance, FR has always been an active topic for
research in computer vision [1]–[5]. Recent developments in
deep neural networks (DNN) have profoundly increased the
accuracy of FR tasks, and the enriched face representation
obtained using DNN embeddings1 has become the primary
method for state-of-the-art (SOTA) FR algorithms [6]–[13].
Currently, even for a large scale dataset such as Megaface [14]
(with more than 1 million images), the SOTA FR methods
give near perfect accuracy [8], [10]. Thus DNN based FR
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1A DNN embedding or a feature vector refers to the n-dimensional vector
in a deep neural network available just before the loss layer.
techniques are expected to be fairly accurate even for in-the-
wild challenging scenarios with large variations in illumina-
tion, pose, background etc. However, these techniques work
reliably only if the available face images are of a sufficiently
high resolution (HR). For low resolution (LR) images, the
accuracy of SOTA FR techniques has been found to degrade
significantly [15]–[17].
Since the face images available from standard CCTV
cameras are usually LR and we can encounter images of
various resolutions in many other FR applications as well,
it is important to investigate and develop FR methods that
are robust to resolution changes. It is worth noting that in
a generic FR scenario, we compare a query image of an
arbitrary resolution, against a gallery of images with varying
resolutions. Hence the resolution of the true match in the
gallery would be generally unknown. This makes a resolution-
invariant (RI) FR algorithm a more suitable option as opposed
to using two separate solutions, i.e., one for LR-FR and one
for HR-FR. Despite the significance of LR/RI FR, it is an
under studied topic as compared to the standard HR-FR. A
few works in the literature that deal with this challenging task
can be divided into two main approaches
1) Algorithms that employ super-resolution techniques to
transform LR faces into HR domain. The recognition is
then performed in the HR domain [17]–[19].
2) Algorithms that try to minimise the difference between
the extracted features of LR and HR face images in
some lower dimensional feature space, thus making the
solution, to some degree, resolution-invariant [15], [20],
[21].
Both these approaches have shown some promising results;
however, the latter is more straight-forward and easier to work
with. Furthermore, we note from the literature that the former
approach does not show any noticeable performance improve-
ment over the latter approach [17], [21], [22]. Therefore, in
this paper, we focus on the second approach.
One simple method to minimise the difference between LR
and HR facial features in a DNN embedding space is to train
a network simultaneously on HR, and corresponding down-
sampled LR images [15]. This approach works well for LR-
FR, but at the expense of accuracy for HR-FR. Essentially, in
order to bring the HR and LR features close to each other,
the network learns to discard some information from the HR
images. To alleviate this shortcoming, we propose to use a
Teacher-Student distillation network [23] when training with
HR and LR faces simultaneously. The teacher network is fixed
2and pretrained on HR images only. A student network is
trained on combined HR and down-sampled LR face images.
During training, HR images are fed to the fixed teacher
network and its output Softmax probabilities are used as soft-
targets for training the student network.
Distillation is traditionally used to distil information from a
complex model into a simpler one; however, our approach is
different and employs distillation to guide the student network
towards a better optimum. We utilise the same network for
both student and teacher streams and hence both streams
have the same complexity. Furthermore, we reinforce the
guidance provided by the teacher network by sharing its
Softmax weights with the student network. Consequently,
both networks have the same loss-landscape and the DNN
embeddings are forced to be close to each other. We test
the results of our proposed scheme on two publicly available
LR benchmark datasets, i.e., TinyFace [16] and SCFace [24].
While our proposed scheme outperforms state-of-the-art on
both these datasets, we realised that these benchmarks contain
relatively small number of faces with limited variations. Hence
the results on these datasets would not be a true representative
of performance in uncontrolled settings. Therefore, we develop
two novel LR-FR protocols by artificially down-sampling the
publicly available Megaface and Facescrub datasets [14], [25].
While the down-sampled images in the resulting protocols do
not contain the blurriness and lack of illumination usually
found in native-LR images, still, owing to the large variations
in pose and illumination, the proposed protocols are more
challenging than the publicly available native-LR datasets.
Figure 1, shows some example images from the synthetically
down-sampled data as well as some images from the native
LR datasets. Our contributions are summarised as follows:
1) We propose a novel mechanism of training a network
for LR-FR using combined HR and LR data. We utilise
a pretrained network as a teacher/guide and train another
student network. The guidance from the teacher network
is provided by sharing Softmax weights between the
two networks as well as minimising the KL-divergence
between the Softmax probabilities of the teacher and the
student network.
2) We develop two LR-FR protocols using the publicly
available Facescrub and Megaface datasets. The pro-
tocols emulate two real-world scenarios of FR under
surveillance settings. Our protocols are more challenging
than the available benchmarks and are used to show the
efficacy as well as limitations of our proposed scheme.
3) We evaluate our proposed scheme on two benchmark
datasets, i.e., TinyFace and SCFace. Our proposed
scheme is shown to outperform state-of-the-art for both
these datasets.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: in Section II,
we give a review of the SOTA and also describe benchmark
datasets for LR-FR tasks, including the novel protocols that
we have developed. In Section III, we first overview a few
baseline methods and then describe the proposed algorithm in
detail. In Section IV, we present the experimental results and
conclusions are drawn in Section V.
A Note on Abbreviations: We extensively employ the
following abbreviations throughout this paper:
HR/LR: High resolution/ Low resolution
FR: Face Recognition
RI: Resolution Invariant
SR: Super Resolution
SOTA: state-of-the-art
DNN: Deep Neural Network
CNN: Convolutional Neural Network
II. RELATED WORK AND DATASETS
A. Face recognition
High Resolution Face Recognition (HR-FR) has seen a
tremendous improvement in accuracy in the past few years ow-
ing to the advances in DNN architectures and the availability
of large scale datasets for training. Modern FR algorithms train
a DNN on massive datasets such as CasiaWeb [26] (around
0.5 million images) or MS-Celeb [27] (more than 5.8 million
images) using either classification losses (such as Softmax)
or metric/contrastive losses (such as triplet loss). Currently,
variants of the Normalised Softmax loss such as SphereFace
[28], CosFace [7] and ArcFace [8] are providing SOTA results
on benchmarks such as LFW [29] and MegaFace [14]. For
instance, ArcFace has shown a rank-1 accuracy of 91.75%
and 98.35% on MegaFace when trained on CasiaWeb and MS-
Celeb, respectively. However, a recent work [17] reported only
40% rank-1 accuracy for ArcFace, when tested on SCFace
LR-HR protocol; notwithstanding, that SCFace is far less chal-
lenging in terms of variations as compared to MegaFace. This
shows that SOTA FR methods are non-robust to resolution
changes and perform poorly when tested on LR-FR tasks.
Low Resolution Face Recognition (LR-FR) is an under-
studied topic as compared to its HR counterpart. Since there
are no large scale datasets available for training, most works
rely on down-sampled versions of HR face images2. As dis-
cussed earlier, the approaches to tackle LR-FR can be broadly
divided into two categories, i.e., Super-Resolution (SR) based
methods and Resolution-Invariant (RI) methods. Some earlier
works in SR include [18], [31]; whereas, some early works
using the RI approach are [20], [32]. More recently, DNN
based methods in both SR [16], [17], [19] and in RI [15],
[21] have outperformed these earlier works by a margin and
replaced them as a baseline.
SR methods: Super-resolution techniques focus on creating
visually appealing outputs, and in the process, these algorithms
can loose identity related information. Accordingly, joining a
contemporary SR algorithm with a face recognition system
does not yield any significant performance improvement for
LR-FR tasks. To overcome this deficiency, [19] utilises an SR-
identity loss to measure and minimise the identity difference in
the super-resolved HR face images. In [16], the construction
of a native LR dataset, i.e., TinyFace is discussed; also an
approach based on joint end-to-end training of an SR sub-
network followed by a face recognition network is proposed.
2Recently, two native-LR datasets, i.e., TinyFace [16] and SurvFace [30]
have been made available publicly, yet the training data in these datasets is
still small as compared to CasiaWeb or MS-Celeb.
3The authors dub their approach as complement-super resolu-
tion and Identity (CSRI) method and report improved accuracy
on TinyFace. A recent report [17] discusses a face normal-
isation technique which is closely related to the super res-
olution techniques and achieves state-of-the-art performance
on SCFace. While SR methods appear to be an intuitive
solution for the LR-FR problem, designing an SR method that
retains identity-related information is a challenging as well
as computationally demanding task. Despite the increase in
complexity, SR methods do not appear to have any significant
superiority over the RI methods that are discussed below.
RI methods: In [15], a DNN based RI technique was
discussed that trained a network on simultaneous HR and LR
images and attained much better performance as compared
to the classical RI methods. It was further improved in [21]
in which additional losses were incorporated, i.e., centre loss
and euclidean loss, to boost the performance. These DNN
based RI methods gave SOTA performance on SCFace until
recently, having been outperformed by the SR method in
[17]. However, our proposed method outperforms [17] and
sets a new SOTA result for SCFace. A shortcoming of the
RI methods, that has been largely ignored in the literature,
is a decrease in performance at higher resolutions and more
crucially at cross resolutions. A recent unpublished work [33]
has also highlighted this issue and is also relevant to our
proposed scheme since [33] also proposes to use distillation to
develop resolution-invariant DNN based FR; however, the way
we employ distillation is significantly different than the one
discussed in [33]. Essentially, [33] utilises a scaled euclidean
distance for distillation, similar to [34]; whereas, we propose
to use KL-divergence coupled with weight-sharing of the
Softmax layer. It is worth noting, that out proposed method
outperforms [33] on TinyFace.
Comparison of SR and RI methods: The SR methods
are intuitively appealing and a number of SR techniques,
exhibiting a decent performance, are available in the literature
[18], [19], [35], [36]. Since the SR techniques are primarily
focused on creating visually appealing images, they are well
suited for human-assisted face recognition tasks. However,
these techniques cannot be applied directly to automated face
recognition and require additional mechanisms to preserve the
identity related information in the super-resolved image [16],
[17], [19]. The primary advantage of RI techniques is their lack
of complexity as compared to the SR methods. Despite this
reduced complexity, RI techniques offer similar, if not better,
face identification performance, when compared to the SR
methods. However, since the RI methods work in the feature
domain, they do not offer any advantage in human-assisted
face recognition applications.
B. Datasets
1) TinyFace: It is a native LR dataset created by extract-
ing LR faces from the publicly available PIPA [37] and
MegaFace [14] datasets. It has 15,975 labelled LR faces
corresponding to 5,139 identities. Furthermore, it has 153,428
unlabelled LR faces. The face image height ranges from 6
to 32 pixels with a mean height of 20 pixels. The labelled
identities are split into 2,570 IDs for training and 2,569 IDs
for testing. The unlabelled faces are used as distractors for
the testing protocol. The images for the IDs in the test-set are
further split into probe and gallery images. A probe image is
compared against all the images in the gallery and also against
all the distractors to find the best match. The performance ma-
trices are the Cumulative Characteristic Curve (CMC) and the
mean Average Precision (mAP). TinyFace has the advantage of
containing native LR images, as opposed to the synthetically
down-sampled LR images. However, it is a small dataset with
limited variations in pose and illumination. It contains only
around 7-8K images for training and most of the images in
the test-set are unlabelled distractors. Consequently, we do not
use TinyFace for training and only use it to compare our pro-
posed scheme against the state-of-the-art. Another drawback of
TinyFace is that all images are unaligned and tightly cropped.
The standard face alignment methods require loosely cropped
images for proper alignment. To overcome this issue, when
evaluating algorithms on TinyFace, we augment our training
data with tightly cropped images to make our network robust
to distortions that result from aligning tightly cropped faces.
Despite its shortcomings, TinyFace is a welcome addition to
the scant benchmarks available for LR-FR tasks.
2) SCFace: It is a dataset of face images captured using
five video surveillance cameras that were placed at varying
distances. Consequently, the dataset contains facial images
of varying resolutions and is suitable for testing resolution
invariant FR algorithms. There are 130 identities in total
with 15 probe images corresponding to each identity at three
different distances (i.e., 1.0m, 2.6m and 4.2m) each. For each
identity, there is an HR mugshot image available as well. The
standard protocol [17], [21] is to use mugshot HR images as
gallery and the surveillance camera images as probes. Rank-
1 accuracy results are evaluated for each distance separately.
SCFace has the advantage of containing images of various
qualities and resolutions; however, there is little variation in
pose. Also, all images appear to be taken at the same day with
the same hairstyles and clothes. Moreover, it is a small-scale
dataset and the performance evaluations on SCFace would not
correspond to the in-the-wild scenarios. Despite its limited
variations, the SOTA HR-FR algorithms such as ArcFace [8]
give barely 48% rank-1 accuracy for images taken from 1.0m
distance [17]. The algorithms trained for LR-FR perform much
better with a state-of-the-art accuracy of around 77% [17].
3) MegaFace/FaceScrub: MegaFace is a large scale dataset
that uses 1 million unlabelled face images as distractors in FR
evaluation protocols. The distractors have large variations in
pose, illumination and resolution. These distractors are used in
combination with the FaceScrub [25] dataset in the MegaFace
challenge [14], where the FaceScrub dataset is used as labelled
probe set. FaceScrub contains 100k images of 530 identities
with large variations across face images of the same identity;
however, the MegaFace challenge usually takes a small subset
of the FaceScrub dataset containing 80 identities. In [8], it was
identified that some images are common in both the distractor
and the probe set; some mislabelled images in the probe set
were also found. Accordingly, a list of noisy images in the
MegaFace/FaceScrub is provided by [38] which we use to
4clean the MegaFace/FaceScrub dataset.
Fig. 1. Example images from various datasets with each row corresponding
to a single identity. The top row contains synthetically downsampled images
from FaceScrub. The middle row contains images from TinyFace and bottom
row is from SCFace. Note the lack of variations in TinyFace and SCFace as
opposed to FaceScrub; however, the synthetic LR does not contain the natural
blur and lack of illumination present in native LR.
The MegaFace challenge is essentially an HR-FR bench-
mark and is not suitable for LR-FR evaluations. However,
as we noted earlier, the available benchmarks for LR-FR
tasks are of small-scale, with limited variations. Therefore, we
decided to implement our own protocols by down-sampling
the MegaFace and FaceScrub datasets. We implemented two
scenarios that represent two important real-world applications:
1) P1:LR-LR: In this setting, we down-sampled both the
gallery images as well as the probe images to some lower
resolution using bi-cubic interpolation of the OpenCV
library [39]. We report the results for varying resolutions
that correspond to images with face widths ranging from
20 pixels to 112 pixels. This scenario represents the
situation when the face of a person-of-interest (POI) is
extracted from a surveillance camera footage and it is
required to search for that person in some other available
footage.
2) P2:LR-HR: In this setting, we only down-sample the
probe images and the gallery is left untouched. It is
a cross-resolution FR task that represents the situation
where a list of POIs and their corresponding HR faces
are available in a gallery and we need to search for these
persons in some surveillance camera footage.
Apart from down-sampling the images, we use the same
protocols for identification and verification as has been used
in the MegaFace challenge. For the identification scenario, one
image of a particular identity from the FaceScrub dataset is
added to the list of distractors to make a gallery. All the
remaining images of that particular identity are compared
against the gallery images to find the best match. This process
is repeated for each image of each identity in the probe set.
The average rank-1 accuracy across all identities is used as a
performance metric. For verification, we create pairs of images
as inputs and the algorithms are required to decide whether
a given pair belongs to the same identity or not. The true
positive rate, the false positive rate and the corresponding
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve are used as
performance metrics. To evaluate the performance, we create
all pairs of all the probe images as well as pairs of probe and
distractor images. The actual MegaFace challenge employed
1 million distractors; however, since we are working with a
large number of different resolutions, it was computationally
too demanding for us to use the complete list of distractors.
Therefore, we use a subset of 10K distractors in our proposed
evaluation protocols, which were selected at random.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
We first discuss some baseline approaches that would mo-
tivate the development of our proposed network and then
explain in detail the proposed solution.
A. Baseline Approaches
We work with a standard 34 layer ResNet [40] architecture
with slight modifications; the details of our network are
depicted in Figure 2. Working with a 34 layer network serves
two important purposes: firstly, it allows us to have a fair
comparison with the works on LR-FR that use a shallow
network, i.e., [16], [21]. Secondly, it becomes computationally
feasible to perform a range of experiments with various
hyper-parameters and input resolutions. We intend to study
the effects of employing deeper and more powerful CNNs
combined with more training data in a follow-up study.
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Fig. 2. (a) The basic building block of the ResNet34 architecture used in our
work. The residual connection is an identity connection if the first convolution
layer in the basic block has stride equal to 1; otherwise, a 1× 1 convolution
with stride 2 is used to match the dimensions of the residual connection with
the output. (b) A basic layer that consists of a first basic block with stride equal
to either 1 or 2 and then an m-times repetition of the basic block with stride
1. (c) The overall architecture of the ResNet34 architecture. BN represents
batch-norm, R is relu, D is dropout and FC is the fully connected layer. Input
x is a 112× 112 image and output z is a 512-dim feature vector.
For the network in Figure 2, the input x is a 112 × 112
image and the output z is a 512-dimensional output feature
vector. Let xi be the ith image of a batch of N training
images fed to the network, let yi ∈ {1, , 2, · · · , K} be
the true class label of xi, and zi be the output feature
vector of the network in Figure 2. The feature vector is
passed through a Softmax layer to get the output probabilities
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(i)
k = exp(w
T
k zi)/
∑K
j=1 exp(w
T
j zi), where wk is the weight
of the Softmax layer corresponding to the kth class. The loss
is computed by evaluating cross-entropy between p(i)k and the
true class labels qk, i.e., li = −
∑K
k=1 qk log(p
(i)
k ), where
qk = 1 for k = yi and zero otherwise. The overall loss for a
single batch can be written as
L =
1
N
N∑
i=1
li =
1
N
N∑
i=1
log
exp(wTyixi)∑K
j=1 exp(w
T
j xi)
(1)
The network is trained by minimizing the loss through
stochastic gradient descent. We consider the following baseline
networks:
1) A network trained on HR images only from the Casi-
aWeb dataset. Lets call it HR-only network.
2) A network trained on down-sampled images from Casi-
aWeb with two different resolutions corresponding to
images with face widths equal to 20 pixels and 16 pixels,
respectively. Note that the images are resized using bi-
cubic interpolation to the required size of 112 × 112
pixels before being fed to the network. We call this
network LR-only.
3) A network trained on combined HR and down-sampled
LR images. The down-sampling is done to get two
different resolutions corresponding to face widths of 20
pixels and 16 pixels. This baseline is similar to the
approach discussed in [15]. Lets call it HR+LR network.
It is obvious that the HR-only network would perform well
for high resolution images and the LR-only network for
low resolution facial images. We would expect the HR+LR
network to perform well for both resolutions. However, as
shown in detail in the Experiment section (i.e., Section IV-A),
the HR+LR network outperforms the LR-only network for
low resolution images, but its performance for high resolution
images is much lower than the HR-only network. We explain
this behaviour as follows: Let xi,hr and xi,lr be a set of HR
and corresponding LR training examples of a particular iden-
tity yi. Let zi,hr, zi,lr, p
(i)
k,hr and p
(i)
k,lr be the corresponding
DNN embeddings and Softmax probabilities, respectively. For
these inputs, the cross entropy loss will be minimised if both
p
(i)
k,hr → 1 and p(i)k,lr → 1 for k = yi. Consequently, from
(1), wTyizi,hr >> w
T
k 6=yizi,hr and w
T
yizi,lr >> w
T
k 6=yizi,lr.
Hence, the loss is minimised only when the angle between
zi,hr/lr and wyi is minimised. Since both zi,hr and zi,lr
approach the same weight vector wyi , they are forced to
be close to each other. Essentially, when the same network
is trained on both HR and LR images, the Softmax layer
would bring the DNN embeddings of a single identity close
to each other, for both the LR and HR images. Now as the
LR embeddings get close to HR, it results in a performance
improvement at LR; however, the network also forces the
HR embeddings to be close to LR, thus resulting in a loss
of performance at HR. In other words, the network would
ignore some information in the HR images so that the HR
and LR features can get close to each other. This scenario is
graphically represented in Figure 3(a).
Fig. 3. A graphical representation of the effect of Softmax weight sharing.
(wL, zL) depict the weights (Softmax) and features of a network trained
on LR images, (wH , zH) represent the output of a network trained on HR
images, and (wH+L, zH+L) depict the output of a network trained on
combined LR and HR images. (a) In the absence of weight sharing, the LR
weights and features move toward HR, thus increasing the performance at
LR; however, the HR weights and features also move towards LR, resulting
in a performance loss at HR. (b) Using Softmax weight sharing, we can force
the (wH+L, zH+L) to be close to (wH , zH) thus resulting in an increase
in performance at LR while maintaining the performance at HR better.
B. Proposed Solution
In an ideal solution for cross-resolution face recognition, we
would like the HR features to remain similar to those of the
HR-only network; whereas, we would like the LR features to
get as close as possible, to the HR features. To achieve this
end, we propose a strategy depicted in Figure 4.
We take a pretrained network that has been trained on HR
images as a teacher network with fixed weights. The teacher
network is fed HR images only. A trainable student network is
simultaneously fed the same HR images with the correspond-
ing down-sampled LR images, in the same batch. We train the
student network by minimising the KL-divergence between the
output Softmax probabilities of the teacher network and those
of the student network. The resulting loss function for a single
input x can be written as
l = −
K∑
k=1
qprek log
pk
qprek
= −
K∑
k=1
qprek log(pk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cross Entropy
+
K∑
k=1
qprek log(q
pre
k )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Entropy
,
(2)
where K is the total number of classes, pk ∝ exp(wTk zt)
is the output of trainable Softmax, qprek ∝ exp(wTpre,kzpre)
is the output of the pretrained Softmax and wk,wpre and
zt, zpre are the corresponding trainable and pretrained weights
and features, respectively. Note that the second term in the
loss function, i.e., the entropy of pretrained probabilities is
independent of the trainable student network and hence does
not play any part in training. So the KL loss function is
essentially a cross entropy loss where the true target labels
qk have been replaced with the pretrained probabilities of the
teacher network qprek . Minimising the KL loss is equivalent to
minimising the difference between the pretrained and trainable
logits, i.e., wTpre,kzpre and w
T
k zt [23]. However, minimising
the difference between the logits does not necessarily make
the pretrained and trainable features to be close to each other.
Since in FR we are primarily concerned with the feature
6vectors, we would expect a performance improvement in the
trainable system if both zpre and zt are forced to be close to
each other. To achieve this end, we share the trainable Softmax
layer between the student and the teacher network, as shown
in Figure 4. Now for each input image x, we have an HR
image fed to the teacher network and an HR/LR image fed to
the student network. Hence for each x, the loss will consist
of two cross entropy terms, i.e.,
l = −
K∑
k=1
qprek log(p
t
k)−
K∑
k=1
qprek log(p
pre
k ) + C, (3)
where ptk ∝ exp (wTk zt), pprek ∝ exp (wTk zpre) and C
represents the entropy terms that are independent of trainable
weights. Now let γtk = w
T
k zt and γ
pre
k = w
T
k zpre be the logits
corresponding to ptk and p
pre
k , then we can write
∂l
∂γtk
= (ptk − qprek ),
∂l
∂γprek
= (pprek − qprek ). (4)
Hence the loss will be minimised when both ptk and p
pre
k
approach the same value, i.e., qprek . Since wk is common in
ptk and p
pre
k , minimising the loss will necessarily make zt
and zpre similar to each other. Note that since zpre is fixed,
during training, zt will approach zpre and wk will approach
wpre,k.This mechanism is graphically depicted in Figure 3(b).
Also, note that sharing the Softmax layer achieves the desired
effect of bringing the pretrained and trainable features close
to each other without requiring any changes in the nature of
the loss function. To summarise, we achieve distillation of
information from the Teacher network to the Student network
using two simultaneous mechanisms, i.e., a KL-loss between
the output Softmax probabilities of the Teacher and Student
network and a shared Softmax layer between the two networks.
The significance of these mechanisms is described below:
1) As the inputs and weights of the Teacher and the Student
networks are different, the pretrained features zpre and
trainable features zt should lie in entirely different sub-
spaces. However, by sharing the weights of the Softmax
layer, we make the outputs of the two networks to share
the same subspace and force zpre and zt of the same
identity to be close to each other. Note that in the
previous works [21], [33], it has been suggested to use a
pair-wise metric loss to minimise the distance between
the HR and LR features corresponding to the same
image. However, a shared Softmax layer will not only
minimise the distance between the HR and LR features
of the same image, but it will also minimise the distance
between all the HR and LR features belonging to the
same identity. Hence, it is a more efficient mechanism
for achieving cross-resolution face recognition than the
SOTA solutions [21], [33]
2) The KL-loss minimises the difference between the Soft-
max probabilities of the Teacher and the Student net-
work. In the absence of this loss, the networks would be
trained using hard-target probabilities (i.e., true class la-
bels). However, there is valuable information in the soft-
targets, i.e., in the similarity structure of the Softmax
probabilities, available from the Teacher network. By
minimizing the KL-loss, we expect the student network
to have similar generalisation performance as that of the
Teacher network.
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the training strategy utilised in the proposed
approach. The shaded blocks denote fixed weights that have been pretrained
on HR-only images.
A note on Face alignment: For training as well as for testing,
it is a standard practice in DNN based FR systems to perform
a geometric face alignment before passing the image through
the network. This alignment is carried out by first extracting
facial landmarks and then performing an affine transformation
based on the coordinates of five facial landmarks, i.e., eye
centres, nose tip and mouth corners. There are many existing
facial landmark detection algorithms, such as cascaded shape
regression [41], [42] and CNN based methods [43]–[46].
However, standard facial landmark detection approaches such
as MTCNN [43] do not work well for LR images, i.e., they
fail to detect a large number of LR faces during training as
well as testing. One possible solution is first to align the
images in the HR domain and then down-sample to create the
synthetic LR images. However, this approach would lead to
optimistic results on synthetic LR [47] and it cannot be applied
to native LR anyhow. Consequently, for low resolution facial
landmark detection we train a CNN using Wing loss [48] on
the WiderFace [49] dataset. To be more specific, we used a
simple CNN-6 model described in [48] which performed well
for LR face images.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We compare the proposed scheme against the baseline
methods discussed in Section III-A as well against a number of
state-of-the-art techniques. To give a fair comparison with the
state-of-the-art, we use CasiaWeb dataset (i.e., small protocol
with < 0.5 million images) to train our network. All networks
are trained using PyTorch [50] with a batch size of 64. The
learning rate is set to 0.1 and is divided by 10 after 30 epochs
and then again after 45 epochs. The training is finished after
65 epochs. The momentum is set to 0.9 and weight decay is
set to 1e−4. Once the training is complete, the Softmax layer
is discarded and for each test image, a 512-dimensional feature
vector is obtained by passing the image through the network.
Recognition is performed by evaluating cosine similarities
between the feature vectors for the various test images.
7A. Experiments on MegaFace/FaceSrcub
We compare the performance of our proposed scheme
against the baseline approaches on protocols P1:LR-LR and
P2:LR-HR described in Section II-B3; the results are depicted
in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively. We note from Figure 5
that the network trained on only HR images gives an accuracy
of around 90% for images with corresponding face width of
100 pixels, the accuracy remains almost unchanged as face
width decreases to 60 pixels; however, the accuracy starts to
decrease rapidly for lower resolutions and drops to 25% for
face widths equal to 20 pixels. On the other hand, the network
trained on only LR images performs much better at lower
resolutions with an accuracy of around 46% for face width
equal to 20 pixels. However, it gives poor performance for
higher resolutions, with only 68% rank-1 accuracy for HR
images. The network trained on combined HR and LR images
has an accuracy of around 78% for HR images, which is much
better than the LR-only network; however, it is much lower
than the network trained on HR-only images. Interestingly,
the HR+LR network outperforms the LR-only network on
both low and high resolutions. The proposed scheme gives
a rank-1 accuracy of around 51% for face width equal to
20 pixels, which is better than all the baseline approaches.
At high resolution, for face width equal to 100 pixels, the
accuracy of the proposed scheme is around 83% which is
greater than the baseline HR+LR approach. Note that the
proposed scheme gives a performance improvement over the
baseline HR+LR approach for all resolutions. However, at
high resolution, the accuracy is still lower than the HR-
only approach. Hence by distilling the information from a
pretrained network, we have been able to achieve performance
improvement over the baseline HR+LR approach; however, we
still have compromised some of our HR performance to gain
improvements at other resolutions. Similar results are depicted
in Figure 6, with the difference that for face width equal to
20 pixel, the rank-1 accuracy of the proposed scheme for
P2:LR-HR is 64%, which is greater than the corresponding
accuracy for P1:LR-LR scenario. Here, we would like to
emphasise, that in most practical settings, the face images
captured by surveillance cameras would almost always be of
varying resolutions and hence FR in surveillance scenarios
is a cross-resolution problem. Accordingly, the performance
improvements shown by the proposed scheme for the cross-
resolution protocol P2:LR-HR are of practical importance. We
show the results of the verification experiments in Figure 7
and 8 for P1:LR-LR and P2:LR-HR, respectively. The results
have been evaluated for downsampled images corresponding
to a face width of 25 pixels. Note that the proposed scheme
outperforms the baseline approaches in both scenarios. For the
LR-LR scenario, the proposed scheme has a true positive rate
(TPR) of 50% at a false positive rate (FPR) of 10-4; whereas,
both the HR+LR and the LR-only baselines have a TPR of
around 45%. The HR-only network gives a very low accuracy
of around 30%. For the LR-HR scenario, the proposed scheme
has a TPR of 60% at an FPR of 10-4. While the corresponding
results for the HR+LR, LR-only and HR-only networks are
54%, 48% and 52%, respectively. These results confirm the
superior performance of the proposed method against similar
baseline methods, for both face identification and verification.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of Rank-1 accuracy of the proposed approach against the
baseline approaches on protocol P1:LR-LR.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of Rank-1 accuracy of the proposed approach against the
baseline approaches on protocol P2:LR-HR.
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Fig. 7. Verification performance of the proposed approach against the baseline
approaches on protocol P1:LR-LR for face width equal to 25 pixels.
Ablation study: As described earlier, our proposed scheme
relies on two mechanisms acting simultaneously, i.e., KL-
loss and shared Softmax. To evaluate the contribution of each
mechanism separately, we do an ablation study in which we
compare the performance of the following networks
1) A Student network trained with KL-loss only and no
shared Softmax.
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Fig. 8. Verification performance of the proposed approach against the baseline
approaches on protocol P2:LR-HR for query face width equal to 25 pixels.
2) A Student network trained with shared Softmax only and
no KL-loss, i.e., the loss function is cross-entropy with
true target labels.
3) A Student network with both KL-loss and shared Soft-
max, i.e., the proposed scheme.
We evaluate the performance of these networks on P1:LR-
LR and P2:LR-HR and the results are plotted in Figure 9
and Figure 10, respectively. For comparison, we also plot the
results of the baseline HR+LR approach. We note from Figures
9 and 10 that both KL-loss and shared Softmax give incre-
mental performance improvement over the baseline HR+LR
approach. The proposed scheme, which combines both shared
Softmax and KL-loss gives a better performance improvement
as opposed to the individual improvements offered by these
mechanism acting separately. For instance, for P1:LR-LR, at
LR with face width equal to 20 pixels, the baseline HR+LR
has a rank-1 accuracy of 48.40%. The distillation approach
based on KL-loss-only improves the performance to 49.24%;
whereas, distillation using shared- Softmax-only gives an
accuracy of 49.22%. The proposed scheme on the other hand
has an accuracy of 50.65%. Hence, the combined effect of
shared Softmax and KL-loss offers a better distillation of
information from the pretrained network. Similarly, for HR
images with face width equal to 100 pixels, the accuracy of
baseline is 77.64%, that of KL-loss-only is 79.38%, shared
Softmax gives 80.62% and the proposed scheme has 82.80%
rank-1 accuracy. Note that in the proposed scheme, we are
using “soft-targets” from the pretrained network; whereas, in
the shared-Softmax-only network, we use “hard-target”, i.e.,
true target labels. Since the proposed scheme is outperforming
the shared-Softmax-only network, it reinforces the hypothesis
suggested in [23], that there is valuable information in the
similarity structure of the probabilities of the Teacher network.
B. Experiments on TinyFace and SCFace
In the previous section, we evaluated the performance of
the proposed scheme on synthetically down-sampled images
from FaceScrub and MegaFace. Now we focus on two native
LR datasets, i.e., TinyFace and SCFace. The details of these
datasets have already been described in Section II-B. TinyFace
has LR images in both gallery and query and hence is an
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Fig. 9. Ablation study of the effect of KL-loss and shared Softmax in the
proposed scheme for P1:LR-LR.
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Fig. 10. Ablation study of the effect of KL-loss and shared Softmax in the
proposed scheme for P2:HR-LR.
LR-LR benchmark. In contrast, SCFace has query images of
varying resolutions and an HR gallery, making it an LR-HR
benchmark. Note that TinyFace has been published relatively
recently and only a few works have reported results for
TinyFace. On the other hand, SCFace is a more established
benchmark and many of recent works on LR-FR use SCFace
to evaluate their algorithms.
The results of the proposed scheme as well as SOTA
algorithms on TinyFace are tabulated in Table I. Until re-
cently, the best accuracy on TinyFace was reported by [16]
using the super-resolution based CSRI approach. Recently,
the unpublished work in [33] has reported SOTA results on
TinyFace with a rank-1 accuracy of 58.6%. Note that the
accuracy of our proposed scheme on TinyFace is 70.4% which
is significantly better than the SOTA results. The proposed
scheme has an mAP score of 63.2 which is approximately
10 points better than the previous state-of-the-art. Hence our
proposed establishes a new SOTA accuracy on TinyFace. This
also shows that the proposed scheme, despite being trained on
synthetically down-sampled LR images only, works effectively
for native LR images. Note that the performance on TinyFace
is better than the performance /evaluated for the P1:LR-
LR protocol (cf. Figure 5), notwithstanding, that P1:LR-LR
uses synthetically down-sampled images and does not contain
the usual blur and lack of illumination found in native LR
datasets. This is attributed to the fact that TinyFace has a
9limited variation in pose and illumination, as compared to
the Facescrub and MegaFace datasets. Hence, despite being
a native LR dataset, it is not as challenging as a large
scale LR dataset created out of down-sampled images from
FaceScrub/MegaFace.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART
ALGORITHMS ON TINYFACE.
Method Rank-1 Rank-20 Rank-50 mAP
RPCN 18.6 25.3 27.4 12.9
VGGFace 30.4 40.4 42.7 23.1
CentreFace 32.1 44.5 48.4 24.6
CSRI [16] 44.8 60.4 65.1 36.2
C-T [33] 58.6 73.0 76.3 52.7
Proposed 70.4 82.2 85.4 63.2
The performance of the proposed scheme on SCFace and
its comparison with various SOTA algorithms is tabulated in
Table II. Note that the proposed scheme outperforms both the
SR based FAN [17] and RI based DCR [21] for all distances,
i.e., d1, d2 and d3 that correspond to different resolutions.
Specifically, the difference in performance is significant for
distance d1 that corresponds to LR images. Hence, not only
the proposed scheme is working better than the SOTA methods
for LR images, it is also exhibiting better resolution invariance
than any of the other techniques. This also shows that the
proposed scheme would work well for images obtained from
surveillance cameras in an uncontrolled scenario. Again, we
note that the performance of the proposed scheme for SCFace
is much better as compared to TinyFace (refer to Table I)
and the P1:LR-LR and P2:LR-HR protocols (cf. Figure 5 and
6). This is owing to the fact that SCFace is a small scale
dataset with limited variations. Specifically, SCFace contains
only frontal images and does not account for performance loss
owing to pose variations that play a vital role in limiting the
performance of an FR algorithm.
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART
ALGORITHMS ON SCFACE.
Distance d1 d2 d3 avg.
RICNN [15] 23.0 66.0 74.0 54.3
LDMDS [22] 62.7 70.7 65.5 65.5
LightCNN-FT [21] 49.0 83.8 93.5 75.4
ArcFace (Resnet50) [8], [17] 48.0 92.0 99.3 79.8
ArcFace-FT (Resnet50) [17] 67.3 93.5 98.0 86.3
DCR-FT [21] 73.3 93.5 98.0 88.3
FAN-FT [17] 77.5 95.0 98.3 90.3
Proposed 88.3 98.3 98.6 95.0
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we addressed the problem of resolution
invariant face recognition, specifically focusing on low res-
olution face identification. We proposed a novel strategy that
employs a fixed Teacher network, which is pretrained on high
resolution images and a trainable Student network, which is
trained simultaneously on high and low resolution images.
Information in the Teacher network is distilled into the Student
network by minimising the KL-divergence between the output
Softmax probabilities of the two networks as well as by
sharing their Softmax weights. The resulting solution was
tested against a number of baseline methods on synthetic
LR images from FaceScrub/MegaFace and showed consistent
performance improvements. The proposed scheme was also
tested on native LR benchmarks, i.e., TinyFace and SCFace
and showed considerable performance improvements over the
state-of-the-art.
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